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Enter the Pranic Breaths of God’s Vast Kingdom

Lord Maha Chohan — April 29, 2018
The Beloved Maha Chohan calls you forth to the Freedom
Conclave, to immerse yourself in the teachings on the Seven Rays
and the Elemental Forces of Nature of the Five Pranic Breaths.
Meditate deeply and allow your consciousness to soar to the heights
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of your own God Presence. There you can strive to perceive the
movement of the Elemental Forces of Nature. You will then apply
your spiritual senses into pouring forth the Qualities of your own
God Presence into the fullness of the Elemental Forces of Nature.
You will fashion and form your life and all about you with your
Mighty I AM Presence. Let your Heart Flame grasp every nuance
that is released, building upon this opportunity at every turn. Let
your Heart soar in knowing that as you invest in calling daily to
your Presence, it will come full circle in the Ascension in the Light.

The Blessing of Golden Helicon for Establishing a Golden Age
Saint Germain — June 23, 2018
The Violet Flame that you have given this day has
prepared you for the Fullness of all you are to receive during the
coming of the Hierarchs of the Elements who will instruct you on
the refinement of your outer vehicles. You must take Authority
over them! You have been given these Teachings so you can have
a wealth of Wisdom to touch the Flame of God and have that
Flame moving in, through, and around you daily. The momentum
you are establishing here and now within your consciousness and
the Teaching being lowered will continue as a firm and lasting
foundation into the Fullness of the Golden Age. Throughout this
coming cycle, you will be given the opportunity to feel the Charge
of the Purity and Consciousness of the Hierarchs, and learn how
you can apply all of that within your own vehicles of consciousness.
The Ascended Masters are ever ready to assist you at every turn.
You need only ask. You have the ability, here and now, to make a
difference and live the Golden Age!
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Live, Move, and Have your Being in this Glorious Realm of
Helios and Vesta

Discourse — June 27, 2018
You are invited to enter here and now into the Paradise
Kingdom, far beyond mortal consciousness, yet as close as your
own Heart Flame. The Masters desire for you to experience
firsthand the tangible reality of this magnificent Realm and achieve
the alchemical marriage of the outer self with the Holy Christ
Presence. Saint Germain in his embodiment as Francis Bacon
was in a constant state of Listening Grace. His attention was fixed
upon a realm of such exquisite Perfection that the vision before
him served to remove any sting of earthly life. Jesus knew of
this Heavenly Kingdom of God and taught in the Lord’s Prayer
that it is to outpicture here on Earth as in Heaven. It is your right
and privilege to have your mortal experience glorified with the
outpouring and inpouring of this Light. As you experience this,
your mind and feelings will be fed with the Bread of Angels and
you will find yourself filled with a Divine Zeal to anchor all this in
the outer world.

You can Live within the Paradise Kingdom of Helios and Vesta

Lord Maitreya — June 27, 2018
Lord Maitreya takes you into the Buddhic Realm, desiring
you to absorb into your conscious awareness all that comes to mind
as Purity, as Love, as God. This Realm is availed to you to win your
Victory as a Christ, living in Joy and Beauty where God Ideals
can come forth. Here you can create, commanding the Elemental
Forces of Nature through your Heart Flame. It is Lord Maitreya’s
hope that, with the coming of the Hierarchs of the Elements, you
will understand how to establish that pristine record of the Christ
Light and have it reverberate throughout the world. Once you are
able to accelerate into the Buddhic Realm you may come to take
a stroll through Maitreya’s Garden. Hearing the sounds of Joy and
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laughter and reflecting on the landscape you will see the jewels
that are there dancing in the Light for your enjoyment and will
understand that the Hand of God is not limited.

Eternal Vigilance is the Price of Your Divine Freedom

Discourse — June 28, 2018
You are being given basic spiritual training to cultivate
the sense of the ephemeral nature of the outer world. Your Holy
Christ Presence always has the sense that outer appearances are
maya, illusory, unreal, and it receives no reverberation or record
of emotional turmoil into its Realm. Through your connection
with your Christ Presence and your Heart Flame you can wield the
two-edged sword of Christ Discrimination. If you are to recognize
and arrest those riptides of thought and feeling, you must cultivate
a close communion with your Christ Presence. As you wear that
garment, more and more you will have promptings concerning
events in your own life. You will see them for what they are and
direct the Light into them. Saint Germain teaches that you need not
feed your attention into conditions, or allow yourself to be moved
or burdened, or to have any sense of the power of world conditions.
Simply see them for what they are and make the calls, putting the
God Presence into those conditions.

Strive to Meet Every Challenge Fearlessly

Lady Master Leto — June 28, 2018
Beloved Leto offers her assistance in knitting together
your vehicles of consciousness to prepare you for the Golden Age
of One. By putting on the garment of Fearlessness, you will roll
back any riptides of thought and feeling with the Fires of God and
stand in the Fullness of Freedom with the expression of God in
full command. Train your vehicles to be responsive to the Light,
drinking in all that your Presence has for you daily. Your Presence
is fully and completely capable of handling any weight of human
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unreality, and if at any time you feel weak, you can call to the
Entire Spirit of the Brotherhood of Light to assist you. Whether you
know it or not you are protected. Therefore, live life to the best of
your ability — in Joy, in God, in the Fullness of your Presence.

Erect Your Fountain of Light and Bring it to Fruition

The Goddess of Liberty — June 28, 2018
The Goddess of Liberty entreats you to remember the
Truth of your Identity so you can exercise the Freedom being given
to stretch forth your consciousness and enter into God Reality. There
needs to be the figure-eight flow with the Presence for Liberty to be
in the land. Staking out a piece of land may not be possible in this
era, but the greater opportunity to enter into the Kingdom of Helios
and Vesta is being given. This is the New Frontier of the Presence
of God, a land rich with the Blessings of God. With little effort you
can have the Pure Nature of God establishing the atmosphere about
you, building a Flame Fountain on your home altar that can take
on the Qualities you desire to bring forth from your Heart Flame.
Have you elected to be the Presence of God? Your responsibility is
to establish a momentum of God Identity on the Earth. You must
be the Golden Age!

The Reacceleration of the Four Lower Bodies

Discourse — June 29, 2018
Making your Ascension requires you to put your
attention upon the Paradise Kingdom of Helios and Vesta, as well
as enter into it. During this Conference you will hear revelations
and descriptions of this Realm of Perfection. Hold the vision that
you are on the very cusp of liberating the Authority and Power of
your Mighty I AM Presence to accelerate the four lower bodies;
uphold that level and sustain that momentum. The Great Divine
Director, whose name comes from the fact that he is in control
of great Power from the Godhead and whose Office is in part to
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direct that Power, renders the service of assisting the students to
reaccelerate the four lower bodies when they prove themselves
to be ready. Once the acceleration has occurred, there can be
the overshadowing of the Holy Christ Presence enveloping and
sharing its God Consciousness with your feelings, with your mind,
with your free will.

Make the Election to be in the Presence of God

The Great Divine Director — June 29, 2018
The Great Divine Director desires that you understand
your God Identity and how to integrate with that Identity.
Surrendering to the Mighty I AM Presence is the greatest striving
that you can enter into. For it is within that surrender that you
establish the willingness to allow the Will of God, the Purity of
God, the Grand Design of God to come to the fore. Allow your
reactions to be God reactions and examine your relationships,
habits, and your desires. Do they follow the Virtues of the Christ?
The Great Divine Director calls you into the service of your Mighty
I AM Presence to accomplish whatever the Presence asks of you.
The Still Small Voice of the Heart, welling up within you, will
carry you into the Bliss of the Fullness of the Presence of God and
allow the Presence to orchestrate all of the creativity you are to
accomplish.

The Earth is in the Bosom of Helios and Vesta

Discourse — June 29, 2018
This landmark Discourse contains awe-inspiring
revelations concerning the Paradise Kingdom of Helios and Vesta,
and you are encouraged to begin venturing into that Realm. Like
explorers of old who brought back incredible stories of such places
as Yellowstone Park, you are commissioned to journey into this
Realm of Perfection so that all mankind will eventually desire to
do so also. As you travel throughout this Realm of quintessential
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Beauty, the Oneness of your Individuality with The GREAT I AM
will become evident and you will begin to be aware of that brooding
Presence. Throughout this Buddhic Realm and the lower realms
you will find the Buddhic Web, which holds within it the Divine
Designs from the Mind of God for the Earth. To understand the
nature of these Patterns of Perfection is to understand the action of
the Resurrection Flame. The entire Shekinah Pillar™, particularly
the Shield of Elohim™, reveals that the Earth truly is the Lord’s
and the Fullness thereof!

You are the Whole Being of the Presence of God

Lord Gautama — June 29, 2018
Lord Gautama inspires you to enter upon a wonderful
journey in the Buddhic Web where you will receive all that the
Mind of God desires you to draw into your conscious awareness.
Life consists of moving forward, elevating your consciousness
and vibration, and meeting life where you are. Not just initiations
and labor, but Joy, Bliss, and Harmony are to fill your life!
Lord Gautama encourages you to temper all your vehicles of
consciousness with Harmony, Purity, Constancy, Fearlessness,
Clarity, and Responsibility. There is no need to wrestle with maya.
When the Holy Christ Presence is overshadowing you, there is
the Wisdom of how to deal with any situation and you have the
Patience, Poise, and Faith to know all will be well. When the Holy
Christ Presence is fully engaged it is lawful for the Realms of
Perfection to come to be where you are.

The Buddhic Realm is Very Close at Hand

Discourse — June 30, 2018
Understanding the Buddhic Realm with its Patterns of
Perfection is a practical part of your Mastery. The Cosmic Pranic
Breaths are accessible to you. The journey to Helios and Vesta is
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one of opening your Heart and letting your Presence elevate your
attunement and attention, allowing your focus to be in your Christ
Presence. The Buddhic Sun-Behind-the-Sun is an open doorway
into the Nirvanic Realm, the place of the Panoply of the Christos.
To graduate from your earthly pilgrimage, you must first complete
the work of drawing the Presence and the Light down, bringing
them into manifestation here and now. The Great Commission
for The Temple is to keep the Truth of God Individualized, the
Mighty I AM Presence, and the whole fabric of Cosmic Law alive
as a foundation for all who truly love God and deserve to know
the Truth of the Law of their own Being — their Individual God
Identity.

Take Flight into the Conscious Awareness of the Mind of God

Archangel Adonel — June 30, 2018
Archangel Adonel embodies the Consciousness of the
Mind of the I AM. When Adonel comes with his legions, the
Substance of the Mind of God penetrates the very atmosphere. He
brings you instruction on Illumination’s Flame and how there must
be sufficient Love for God for Illumination to flourish. Passion for
life is stirred by the Love of God. You are to take Authority over
your life and exercise the Christ Virtues. Life is to be a series of
victories, a series of overcoming. Have the awareness that there is
nothing in Heaven or on Earth that you cannot accomplish with
your I AM Presence. Adonel declares the importance of making
the Calls. Use the Fiat I AM! that draws the very Presence of God
into your midst. It is the I AM that performs all Perfection and all
Good Work. He teaches why you cannot separate any one of the
Five Secret Rays of the Pranic Breaths from another.
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Wherever You May Be, You Are in the Place of God

Discourse — July 1, 2018
Wherever you are, you are in the place where God resides.
Wherever you are is the open door into the Inner Realms. The
Buddhic Realm of Helios and Vesta is a swaddling garment around
you, around every person, and around the Earth itself. Participating
in that Realm requires your Heart Flame’s ability to enforce the
Law of the Being, the Buddhic Consciousness of your Holy Christ
Presence, upon your four lower bodies. The I AM Presence’s
expressions of Power, Wisdom, and Love are always seeking to
work from within out through the Threefold Flame. It is through
this shared Consciousness with your Holy Christ Presence that you
are able to look out through the eyes of that body and gaze upon the
Perfect Patterns that exist in the Paradise Kingdom of Helios and
Vesta. The standard upheld in that Paradise Kingdom comes from
the Consciousness of the One Presence. It is true Ascended Master
Perfection.

Prepare Your Vehicles to Receive the Mind of God

Beloved Vesta — July 1, 2018
Beloved Vesta holds each Son and Daughter of God
upon the Earth close to her Heart as a Mother, as a Hierarch, as
the Flame of Illumination. The Wisdom that she imparts will carry
each one into their Ascension. She explains how important it is for
you to have the attunement with the Mind of God and the readiness
to receive it and to have the understanding that you cannot fulfill
your Divine Outpouring of the Presence of God with the human
consciousness. You cannot cut off any part of your vehicles of
consciousness from the Mind of God. Let the Mind of God be so
fired within you that you know on the instant God Will, God Love,
God Truth, God Purity! When you combine those Attributes of
God Qualities, you can bring to the fore all of the Treasures of your
own I AM Presence in all of its Glory. Each day there should be a
new expansion of the figure-eight flow with your Presence.
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Nature’s Mother & The Five Lords of
the Solar Pranic Breaths
Freedom Acropolis Sophia 2018
The Divine Science of the Transcendent Power of God

Discourse — July 2, 2018
The purpose of this week of Acropolis is to allow for
a closer relationship with the Hierarchs of the Elements so that
you can better understand what they can do in your world. The
Secret Rays have been called “secret” because they are subject
to the misuse of human thought, and so they are guarded. This is
the area of specialization of the Hierarchs of the Elements. When
their Heart Flames move on the Pranic Breaths and command the
elements, their Life flows through the elements and precise results
occur. It is the plan of Saint Germain that they come into your
service on behalf of the Golden Age. Understand the Power of
the buildup of decrees in your life. The pressure of the Light will
go into any situation. I AM the Way that will solve the problem.
Don’t bleed it off with doubt or fear. Add new pressure of the Light
each day. The application of that pressure will move mountains of
adversity out of the way.

Preparing Your Body and Consciousness to Receive the
Pranic Breaths

Maha Chohan — July 2, 2018
The Maha Chohan desires you to be in the Flame of your
Heart and to become the full adept at work. Put your attention on
how it feels to have the flow of God Light so very close. Be at
Peace, for Peace allows the Light of the Presence to move through
you, allowing you to sail over the mass consciousness. In this
Peace and quiet there is the knowing that you are the Presence of
God. For Peace and Harmony to stay with you, the inner core of
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your being must be galvanized by the White Light of the Mother
Flame. Your vehicles must be tuned, fashioned, and refashioned,
resurrected back into vehicles that will hold the Light your Presence
desires. Study well, but remember how to enter into the Peace of
your meditation. Trust in your Presence. Let your bodies become
aware of who they are under the direction of the Mind of God, the
Light of God, and the Will of God.

Teachings on the Threefold Flame of Your I AM Presence

Discourse — July 3, 2018
The Threefold Flame is to take its dominion over each
of the outer realms. When the Threefold Flame is expanded and
unfolded and given its rightful Authority, by Cosmic Law your
Mighty I AM Presence can assert its God Dominion over your
every thought, feeling, word, deed, memory, and attention. Nothing
can assail you when all is controlled by your I AM Presence in
the Heart of the Great Central Sun. Helios and Vesta and other
Ascended and Cosmic Beings have already achieved this ideal
state. Their Causal and Buddhic vehicles function as one through
the nexus of their Threefold Flame. They always stand ready to
assist through the Dispensation of streaming Golden Helicon. This
is an action whereby the Cosmic Momentums of the Entire Spirit of
the Brotherhood of Light have been collected and welded together
by the Power of God into one. Their Causal Bodies are there in that
Nirvanic World and made available to the Sons and Daughters of
God.

Draw Forth the Pranic Breath of Akasha!

Beloved Zeus — July 3, 2018
Zeus instructs you on many points of Cosmic Law
including what is required to move effortlessly through Akasha,
the Universal Sea of Life and Light of God Substance; the
importance of internalizing the Authority of God; on transferring
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your Causal Body Attainment to your outer vehicles; on translating
the tonal quality of Akasha into creativity. Zeus states that all
you require is your Mighty I AM Presence and the bending of
the knee in surrender to that Presence so that the Flames of God
may perform their Perfect Work. To have full command of all of
the Rays of God Consciousness there must the integration of the
Heart Flame with your own Electronic Body. In all of your pursuit
of the understanding of the Teachings of the Ascended Masters
and Cosmic Law, put your attention first upon the Mighty I AM
Presence, for that is the Authority of your life! The Hand of God is
Zeus’ Work. He fills all space of the Christ Consciousness with the
Charge of God’s Substance.

Face the Sunrise and Receive Divine Life

Discourse — July 3, 2018
When Saint Germain taught his students to say: “Mighty
God in me! I face Thy Eternal Sunrise…” he was alluding to
the Divine Life forever issuing from the Sun-Behind-the-Sun,
invigorating the four lower bodies and working its way into the
center of the Earth. Those currents then travel back to the Great
Central Sun. These forces are a part of the Sacred Life of the
Individual Presence and the Life of God in the Great Central Sun.
They are to be revered for the Holy Consciousness they are and
only used selflessly, for the Mighty I AM Presence is always the
Doer. All of this Realm of Coming-To-Be is the Garden of Helios
and Vesta, fashioned by the Elohim and the Hierarchs of the
Elements. Functioning in this Realm while in incarnation was the
natural estate, for incarnation was never intended to be filled with
discord and all manner of human creation.
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Learn to Be and Move in the Presence of God!

Aurora — July 3, 2018
Aurora sends forth the Charge of the Violet Flame, the
Purple Robes of Royalty that you are to wear, the Golden Light
of Illumination’s Flame, and the Ruby Fire so that in your Office
of the Christ Light you will understand what it means to have
unassailable Purity, Divine Truth, and a Heart that is always giving,
always sacrificing of Itself to allow for its own Light Substance
from the Presence of God to flow and bless those around it. Make
the leap into your Christ Presence. Allow the Light to perform its
Perfect Work, lifting you into the Divine Patterns you have longed
for. Learn what it means to be and move in the Presence of God, to
love, create, and be steadfast and constant in the Presence of God.
No greater Freedom could ever be expressed than to enter into the
Kingdom of your own Presence and to allow that Momentum to
carry you through life.

Flow in the Power of God

Neptune & Luara — July 4, 2018
Guarding and disciplining your emotional body is a
prerequisite for attaining God Power. Learn to recognize when
the waters of your life are spilling out into needless waste. The
energy in motion you are to bring forth is the Energy of God. It
is directed by God and belongs to God. Learning how to move
within the water element requires the realization of the subtleties
present within your emotional body. To gain the Ascension, there
must be the charging of the bodies you wear with discipline and
harmonization. You can’t leave it to chance. You must be on guard.
These things are important, for there is not another incarnation to
master this; it is here and now. You may think you have all the time
in the world to get this right. But that is not the Path of an initiate
who is taking the reins as the Godhead Charioteer to move into
their higher vehicles of Light and gain their Attainment.
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Be Charged with and Send Forth Ascended Master Light

Discourse — July 4, 2018
Everything less than Perfection can be charged with
Ascended Master Divine Perfection. You can draw forth the Power
of the Life of your Presence, not only at the level of the Electronic
Body, but you draw forth that Power and God Perfection into
your outer vehicles as well. Then your world becomes a blazing
Outpouring of Ascended Master Light into which nothing human
can penetrate. The only thing that can come back to you is the
Perfection you send forth into the universe. Your Office as the
Christ Presence is to wield the Sword of Christ Discrimination.
If the appearance world reports back less than the Vibration of the
Presence, you call the Light into those conditions. The answer goes
forth from your Electronic Body and will continue on for as long
as it takes to produce 100% fulfillment of the initial call. You need
to be on the Path to your Ascension until your Presence calls you
home. So desire is the motor force that keeps refueling Divine Zeal
for the Path.

Awake to Your Freedom and Charge Life with Freedom’s
Flame

Saint Germain — July 4, 2018
Saint Germain calls you into the service of Freedom’s
Flame to establish a ritual within your own life to let your calls
go forth. Let the Violet Flame move in the land to consume the
unreality and return the Sons and Daughters of God to Peace, to
respect and honor of each one, and to the Glory of God regardless
of religion. Your God-given talent is to invoke the Light of God as
a Priest and Priestess of the Sacred Fire. Never should there be a
time in the United States when there is not the Flame of Freedom
burning brightly. It must be protected and fed by the Light of God.
For if the Light goes out in America, who will hold the torch? It is
for you to ignite a Flame of Freedom that will be heard around the
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world. When you are right with your Presence, you have the full
command of the Light of God to meet all personal challenges and
still call forth the Light. It is a matter of priority. A Golden Age can
only happen when there are those who know who they are, take
command, and lift up the rest of mankind who are ready. What
more glorious opportunity could there be for the Flame of Freedom
within your life?

All You Require Is the Mind of God

Aries & Thor — July 5, 2018
The Hierarchs of the Air Element desire for you to have
the understanding of Cosmic Law so that at every turn you may
make a wise discernment according to what is presented to you
from any source whatsoever. Vibration matters. What you receive
into your consciousness affects the whole of your body temple in
this world of form in which you reside. If there is not sufficient
Charge of Light and Momentum within your own emotional body,
how can you hold your vibration to that high pitch that is required
to be within the Mind of God? Your life is intended to be full,
abundant, and filled with all you require. But that is determined by
the Patterns of the Mind of God you allow to play upon the Pranic
Breath of your own mental body. Begin to live as though you are
practicing to be an Ascended Master, for indeed you are, when you
are in the Fullness of the Mind of God.

Let the Pranic Breath of Earth Move within You

Virgo and Pelleur — July 6, 2018
Virgo and Pelleur stand in the Great Central Sun with
their attention and Momentum going forth to fill the Earth. What
you ultimately manifest in the physical is going to be a product
of what you are distilling within your consciousness. Within the
Flame upon the Altar of your Heart is the memory of that Purity, of
that Joy, of that Sanctity of God. And that is what you must be in
touch with to bring into manifestation all that is God Good. Your
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Constancy in your disciplines and devotion to God is what will
ultimately bring you the Mastery and Attainment you require. The
pressure upon the Altar of your Heart is the pressure within your
own body temple that is connected with the Great Central Sun.
Your role as an incarnate Son and Daughter of God is to learn how
to magnify it, charge it, and ultimately co-create with that Flame all
that is God Good.

You Have the Opportunity to Accomplish the Work of Many

El Morya — July 6, 2018
El Morya proclaims that you must hone, fashion, form,
love, and create a vehicle of consciousness worthy to be charged
by the Light of God. The mere desire for the Presence of God to
move within your life is enough to start the fire, bring you the
courage, the inner strength, and the Mind of God to direct you and
change those areas that need to be brought into alignment with
the Christ Virtues. Your Causal Body is full of Attainment and
Mastery, but you must train these outer vehicles to be the good,
wise servant. You are an Individualization, but you are also part
of the Allness of God and you have the Family of God to assist
you in all things that must come to be. Becoming the actualization
and manifestation of God means you draw upon the Mighty I AM
Presence, bringing that Light all the way through to each plane of
existence and establishing God Good. The overshadowing of the
Christ Light is the Divine and Holy Purpose of life.

Put Your Attention on Your Mighty I AM Presence

Discourse — July 7, 2018
This Discourse addresses the causes of emotional and
mental pain. What counts is that you are on the return path, your
Presence is there, and you have a whole panoply of spiritual tools at
your disposal. As you identify more and more with your Presence
and your four lower bodies become polished with the Violet Flame,
a rolling momentum develops and your daily allotment of karma
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is swept up into the Violet Flame. Pallas Athena has volunteered to
be the champion who will stand within your aura and work with
you on these various conditions. One of the best ways of ensuring
that you quickly clean out your karma is to apply the Light to the
memory body. Use Mighty Victory’s Fiat to “turn this condition
upside down and bring an Ascended Master Victory out of it.” The
Goddess of Liberty will reinforce your Threefold Flame. There is
no greater mothering action anywhere than that of the Goddess of
Liberty.

Take Hold of the Fire of God and Become the Christ

Oromasis & Diana — July 7, 2018
When utilized wisely, the Ruby Fire is your greatest
protection. For it can consume on the instant all of the patterns
of negativity that you call forth to go into its Flame. There are
those circumstances that you must guard well to keep out of your
life, for you know not the tendencies of your previous incarnations.
Maintain the consciousness of your own God Presence holding the
Ruby Fire for you intensely until it has consumed every momentum
that must go into the Flame. There must be the coming together
of hearts afire to ignite all of the Virtues of the Christ so that the
Pranic Breaths of God may come under the full command of the
Light of God once more. For there to be the fulfillment of all of
these areas of the Pranic Breaths under the canopy of the Christ
Command, there must be a Fire upon your Heart taking command.
The greatest assistance in this era for the Sons and Daughters of
God is the Shekhinah Pillar.

Tip the Scale in Favor of Your Victory

Discourse — July 8, 2018
All of nature is suffused with Divine Life, the
universal indwelling awareness and intelligence that is the Body
Consciousness of God. The world still needs the United States of
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America to protect and defend the freedoms that are necessary. You
have the 40,000 Angels given to you by Archangel Michael and the
Shekhinah Pillar to call upon. The Angels are the extension of The
GREAT I AM Itself standing in your aura. They are universal and
impersonal. You have that blessing within your world, and it tips
the scales. This is how the ills of the world will be resolved. There
is such a oneness between your Heart Flame and The GREAT I AM
that whatever your Heart Flame is doing is known by The GREAT
I AM. The Light knows its own and gives of Itself unceasingly
and unconditionally every moment. Nothing is more vital among
mankind today than giving the I AM Decrees for the advancement,
enlightenment, and protection for themselves, their families, and
America. Remember that your Heart Flame is the Infinite Power of
the Light that is truly calling to Itself.

Recognize the Flame of God Performing Its Perfect Work

Pallas Athena — July 8, 2018
You who have put your attention upon the Mighty I AM
Presence are allowing for the tincture of the Perfection of the Rays
of God Consciousness to move within your vehicles to establish
Divine Patterns, Divine Momentum, Vibration, and Intonation, the
perfect pressure of the Power of God. You are the conductor of
a great Symphony of Nature come to life within your own body
temple. You must be able to stand in the Fullness of the Rod of
Power of your own Mighty I AM Presence with Purity coursing
through the spinal altar so that there is the White Fire of the Mother
Light magnetizing the Great Pranic Breaths to be played upon by
the Purity that streams forth from your spiritual centers. The choice
is yours, as always, to be in the Presence of God or not. Those are
really the only two freewill elections anyone ever makes.
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